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YEAR 10 STAR Humanities 

Assessment 3 
Due Date: 
Week 3 Friday 1st November 2019 Term 4 

Assessment Name:  Historical Groups  

Mark:   25/x Weighting:  30% 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
EN5-1A responds to and composes increasingly sophisticated and sustained texts for understanding, interpretation, critical 

analysis, imaginative expression and pleasure 
EN5-3B selects and uses language forms, features and structures of texts appropriate to a range of purposes, audiences and 

contexts, describing and explaining their effects on meaning 
HT5-3 explains and analyses the motives and actions of past individuals and groups in the historical contexts that shaped the 

modern world and Australia 
HT5-10 selects and uses appropriate oral, written, visual and digital forms to communicate effectively about the past for different 

audiences 
GE5-3 analyses the effect of interactions and connections between people, places and environments 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Composes: Creates 
Uses: Applies  
Explains: Describes  
Analyses: Draws conclusions 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
In PBL pairs or individually students are to create a website.  

Driving Question 
How has the struggle for human rights affected peoples past and present?  

 
You are to compose a website that analyses the events, politics and universal laws that have effected 
different minorities’ rights and freedoms throughout time and the motives for minorities to gain rights 
and freedoms.  
Pick 2 minorities to focus on.  
 
Analyse how the people gained their civil rights. Consider the methods used to gain civil rights and how 
gaining civil rights affected your chosen minorities.  
 
Consider how the effect of gaining civil rights link to new experiences for the minorities and the effect 
these civil rights have on their position in society.  
 
Use the website text type to explain and detail historical events that shaped or continue to shape 
Australia and the modern world. Focusing on Australia and one other nation. You can discuss the effect of 
the civil rights movements, disability standards acts, methods used to gain civil freedoms, influential 
people, children’s rights and freedoms etc.  
  

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:  
  Your website must include at least 4 pages  
 You must include events from Australia and one other country  
 Students may focus on: African America civil right movement, Aboriginal Australia Civil Rights Movement, 
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LBGTI marriage quality, South African Apartheid, Hong Kong Cultural Independence, Northern Ireland 
Independence.  

 Students are to include at least 5 primary sources, this includes both primary and secondary and must 
include written sources as well as visual.  

 

Criteria Mark:  
Composes text effective to 
explain historical events  
EN5-1A 

5 Composes a well-developed informative website that expresses understanding of a variety of 
groups’ rights and freedoms 

4  Composes a competent website which is informative and expresses understanding of 2 groups’ 
rights and freedoms 

3  Composes a sound website which is mostly informative and includes some understanding  1-2 
groups’ rights and freedoms 

2 Composes a basic website which is somewhat informative, informative is slighting changed from 
another source and students understanding isn’t clearly expresses in their own worlds. Comments 
on 1-2 groups’ experiences  

1 Composes a limited website which isn’t informative, largely copied from another source and 
students understanding is unclear 

Uses effective language 
choices  
EN5-3B 

5 Uses well-developed language appropriate to the historical content, for a wide audience and in 
keeping with the website text type 

4 Uses competent language appropriate to the historical content, for a peer audience and in keeping 
with the website text type 

3 Uses sound language appropriate to the historical content, some informal language that does not 
match the website text type 

2 Basic use of language that does not meet the historical content. Language is informal and meets 
the text type conventions in a limited manner 

1 Limited use of language, which is informal and does not meet the historical content of the 
assessment. May be largely copied with very little changed 

Explain motives and 
actions of individuals and 
groups 
HT5-3 

5 Well-developed explanation of the motive for people and groups to gain rights and freedoms 

4 Competent explanation of the motive for people and groups to gain rights and freedoms 

3 Sound explanation of the motive for people and groups to gain rights and freedoms 

2 Recount events that led to changing rights and freedoms 

1 List of changing rights and freedoms 

Uses a variety of sources  
HT5-10 

5 Effectively includes a variety of sources including, written, images and oral. Effectively uses them to 
provide further understanding. They add value to the website and are well integrated and related 
to  

4 Competently includes a variety of sources including, written, images and oral. Uses sources to 
further understanding, comment on them in website 

3 Sound inclusion of sources. May not add value to explanation of events 

2 Some sources added no connection to students written information 

1 1-2 sources used. 

Analyses how chosen 
minorities gain rights and 
freedoms. Relate gains to 
a later effect. GE5-3  

5  Well-developed understanding of how minorities pursue their rights and freedoms and the effects 
of gaining said freedoms 

4 Competent understanding of how minorities pursue their rights and freedoms and the effects of 
gaining said freedoms 

3  Sound understanding of how minorities gain rights and freedoms and the effects of gaining said 
freedoms 

2 List of how minorities pursue rights and freedoms 
List of effects of gaining said freedoms 

1 One example of how people have gained rights and freedoms. Broad and not specific to any 
minority 
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